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Supporting
Goodwill
Phi Sigma Pi will
be hosting a formal
tonight, open to
everyone, in support
of Goodwill | Pag* J

Students need
to speak up!
New members of USG
will be sworn in next
week, and columnist

By Eric R«d

PUTTING THEIR

Reporter

■Ml

get involved and keep
USG the voice of the
students | Page 4

More stories
from Europe
Columnist Alison

TO THE

Kemp continues her
travels around Europe,
this time telling of
her experiences in the

GRIND

Netherlands | Page 4

Falling on
hard times
Thanks to the
economic downturn,
a lot of University

By Allison Borgelt
Reporter

Sean Lutzmann wants
to remind students to

Initiative gives students
opportunities to network

students are changing
their spending habits in
order to survive while

Ollies, kick flips and bramance are all tarns skaier Michael
Schmilt understands.
Schmitt, a freshman, started skate boarding in elementary
school when a friend introduced him to the hobby, and 11 years
later he's still rolling.
Schmitt doesn't skate alone. He skates with friends whenever possible. He and his friends, Mychal Dennis and Adam
Bellflower. skate whenever the weather permits, even harsh
winter months.
"In the winter it's basically, i-ook, there's no snow over there.
Let's go,'" Schmitt said.
The skating trio found they had to improvise if the weather
keeps them from practicing their maybe mid-air past-times, or
if they can't find a traffic-free patch of sidewalk.
"We built a box in Adam's basement for skating," Schmitt said.
A box is a flat table-like construction that skaters can use to practice their tricks in and outdoors.
Schmill has a favorite trick he likes to perform —the kick
flip/casper flip. The trick involves circulating your board like a
spinning top while in the air, which is done by arranging feet in a
particular placement on the board.
"It's a stupid trick," Bellflower said.
"Yeah, but no one else can do it like me," Schmitt said.
The three skaters can attest that skating doesn't come without
it's price — sometimes in the form of hospital bills.
"I've sprained my ankle more rimes than 1 can count, and I
have a gash in my side from the box." Schmitt said.
Bellflower has broken his wrist, and Dennis has busted his
knee and fallen on his head.
Besides injury, the skaters have to avoid being caught while
skating around the Education Building — their destination of

in college | Page 8

Aviation students at the
University are being given the
opportunity to network with
business aviation companies
and potentially gain co-ops and
jobs with them, thanks to the
Ohio Aerospace Initiative (OAI),
a cooperative initiative between
academic Institutions, the state
of Ohio and Ohio's business aviation industry.
The OAI, whose one-year anniversary is approaching in May,
was created so Ohio's business
aviation industry and the state
of Ohio could work together "to
align aviation education objectives with the needs of business
aviation industry challenges
and opportunities of tomorrow,"
according to the initiative's mission statement.
Academic institutions (seven
total, all of which have aviation as
part of their curriculums). along
with business aviation companies and members of the Ohio
Board of Regents, attend periodic
OAI meetings at the institutions
in order to reach their mission's
goals.
The meetings allow institu-

See SKATING | Page 2

Working the
graveyard shift

See AVIATION Page 2

The Pulse sheds light

■n

on what the 3rd shift

Weekend symposium
to help artists network

at the Wood County
Juvenile Detention
Center really entails
| Page 8

An East vs.
West battle

By Jesptr Bekkers
Reporter

360 because it's new

Undergraduate art students have
the opportunity this weekend to
explore "new perspectives."
The University's Art History
Association will hold the symposium "New Perspectives in Visual
Culture" starting tomorrow.
According to the AHA Web site,
thesymposium invitesyoungscholars from Ohio, Michigan, Illinois,
Indiana, Pennsylvania and New
York to "gather in Bowling Green
to present original research topics concerning the history of art."
Students will discuss current issues
in art history and they also plan to
organize excursions to museums,
galleries and lectures. The panels
are open to undergraduate students only.
Mark. Zuzik. president of AHA,
said this symposium is different
than the mainstream ones. The
speakers are not professors who
are giving lectures, they are undergraduate students who speak about
their research in art history, and
then discuss in smaller panels.
"This symposium is to get a foot
in the door," he said. "Normally
undergrad students cannot present
their work as an art student can
do in a gallery. This will give the
students experience in presenting
their work."
Zuzik also said it will help students find jobs or schools for grad
students in art history.
During the event there are five
categories in which the panels discuss the presented papers. Zuzik

in the skateboarding

SeeART|Page2

last eight games,
Fakon softball
hopes to turn their
luck around as they
host their MAC East
rival, Akron, for a
doubleheader | Page 6
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If you could name
your a skateboarding
trick, what would you
name it?

LUKEBONIFAS
Sophomore. Business
and Finance
"The Muffburger
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SCHEDULE OF

After losing their

EVENTS
■ 9 a.m. -10 a.m.
Registration and Breakfast
(School of Art Lobby)
■ 10 a.m. -11 a.m.
Opening
Keynote Lecture:
Larry Nichols. Curator,
European Painting and
Sculpture Before 1900
(School of Art. room 204)
■ 11a.m. -12:15 p.m
Panel one: "Visions of
Americana"
(School of Art. room 204)
■ 12:15 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Panel two: "Observation
and Gender"
(School of Art. room 204)
■ 1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Lunch
(School of Art, room 129)
■ 2:30 p.m. - 3:45 p.m.
Panel three: "Ideology of
the State: Supported and
Subverted"
(School of Art. room 204)
■ 3:45 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Panel four: "Patron. Artist
and Image"
(School of Art. room 204)
■ 5:00 p.m.
Closing Remarks. Dr.
Katerina Ruedi Ray. director School of An
■ 6:00 p.m. - 8:30 pm.
Reception/ Party
(149.149 North Main
Street)

industry." | Page 4
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SHOELESS: (Left) Or. Cartwright and senior Kyle Chesser show their support for TOMS. (Right) Students show off their naked feel.

Students go barefoot,
donate shoes for a cause
By Michvll* Boisarman
Reporte'

Some students at the University
walked around campus yesterday without shoes for a cause.
"I've been barefoot all day,
you can tell people are looking
but it's not that odd." senior
Leah Mowry said. "It's for an
important cause, and I really
like contributing to the company |TOMS| because 1 like helping people."
Mowry, an art major, participated in the "TOMS One Day
Without Shoes" event, which
tookplaceallday.TOMSC'Shoes
for Tomorrow") was founded
by former "Amazing Race"
contestant Blake Mycoskie to
help children in need by donat-

ing one pair of shoes for every
pair purchased. Donated shoes
go to people in countries like
Ethiopia and Argentina to prevent the foot disease podoconiosis, which is entirely cured
just by wearing shoes.
Senior Kyle Chesser, a supply chain management major,
heard about the opportunity
to hold the event on campus
when Mycoskie contacted him.
Mycoskie challenged Chesser
and other TOMS internship
hopefuls to market the event
and spread awareness about
the company. Within one week,
Chesser posted fliersand spread
the word through a Facebook
event to create buzz about the
"One Day Without Shoes."
"The whole purpose is to get

people aware there are some
people without shoes in the
world," Chesser said. "It's such
a great cause and supporting
the company [TOMS] is a great
way to give back."
Shoeless supporters, totaling
about 40 to 50 people, gathered together at the Union
Oval around 7 p.m. last night,
where they relaxed and beat
drums, threw the frisbee
and played volleyball. Senior
Kelsey Francis, a tourism and
event planning major, thought
going shoeless the entire way
was a great way to spread the
word about TOMS shoes and
Mycoskie's cause.
See TOMS | Page 2
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University transforms lot
for 4th annual Grand Prix
By John Blsesi
Reporter

This Saturday, lot N adjacent
to Memorial Hall and lerome
library will become the 1KISU
Intercollegiate Speedway, the site
of the 4th annual Grand Prix of

BGSU.
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khltudtt performs a skate trick olfneor the Education Building.

SKATING
From Page 1
choice because the stairs are die
best to use asarampand there isa
lot of open space, EteUfJowersaid.
Bui according to the University
Skating Policy, that location is off
limits.
"No person may skateboard,
In-line skate, toller skate or use
an) other similar wheeled device
in HI mi campus buildings, or on
any porch, steps, loading dock
en other raised paved surface on
campus including parking curbs,
or on disability ramps," the policy
Mans.
Bi'lliloui'i said they had one
guy approai h them and threaten
to take them all to jail without
warning fbi skating.
\nothei guy, a young cop, was
nice about it. I le just asked it we
knew the skating policy, and we
said we honestly didn't, so he jnsi
walked away," Schmitt said.
But despite the rules, each
member has a diflcrcnl reason

AVIATION
From Page 1
ci<HI-, in share about their facilities and programs and discuss
the stains ol new, stand-alone

business aviation courses that
have hem implemented at
each Institution since the I (Al
was formed. I he meetings also
include question-and-answer
sessions with die business aviation companies, according to
Royce Ann Martin, associate
professoi ni aviation studies al
the University and member of
the Board of Directors for the
Ohio Regional Business \viation

Association ORBAA).
I he most recent meeting was
hosted by Sinclair Community
College April 3, and one was
hosted b\ the University Sept.
19,2008.
David Vornholt, president ol
ORBAA. said the stand-alone

I'm practicing their labor of love
together on University property.
"Its fun. Kind of iike a sport.
lint \ on don't have to worry about
anyone else on a team. I just
have to worry about progressing
nnsell." Dennis said.
He added he has became
good friends with his fellow skaters through the art. which shows
that while this culture is hard to
pin down, it also brings people
together.
"Whenever 1 see another skater
on campus, I feel a connection,"
he said.
Hellflouer agreed with this and
said lie had been doing some sort
of skating, in-line skating or skateboarding, since he was6yearsold.
a tradition that he has stuck with
and wouldn't have it any other

way
Schmitt's reason was simple
combining both the skateboarding art and the connections he
makes.
"My favorite pan is the bromance and meeting people," he
said.
business aviation courses at the
institutions are in progress, and
that they expose students to the
business of aviation and airport
management. The courses are
meant "to broaden the base of
the students' knowledge on the
bigger aviation industry, beyond
jusi the airlines, "he said.
I he University offered a business aviation course before the
initiative was created, but the
ionises content was revised
afterward, according to Martin.
She will teach the revised version of the course, which will
be offered for the first time this
fall.
"It |the original coursel was
on the books and it had been
taught, but it wasn't required,"
Martin said.
She explained that the course
wast w caked to better teach studi nis about the business aviation career path and to meet
business aviation company

The Motor Sports Club will
be sponsoring the event, and
its main goal is to showcase the
renewable energy of ethanolhased fuel that will be used to
propel the eight cms gunning
for the finish line.
The race will last 75 laps for a
total of a 15-mile race, complete
with sharp turns, high speeds
and hay bides.
"It's like a formula one road
course miniaturized," Tony
PalumbOi advisor of the Motor
Sports Club. said.
Seven of the teams will replesent the University, but the
reluming champions will be racing down from Bastem Michigan
I Iniversity. All learns, though, will
lie using the Pil5 fuel produced
from com, which ihis area has in

abundance.
The Motor Sports Club,
which currently has less than
15 members, has a storied his-

ART
From Paqe 1
thinks"Observation and Gender"
will be very interesting, a tianel
which will talk about the historical reaction on gender issues in
art
The students who are talking
recommendations to include
the teaching of customer serviceand other social interaction
skills. The new version is not yet
required of aviation Students,
but Martin said the revision to
the curriculum checksheets to
make it a requirement is already
in progress.
The OAI has provided and
will continue to provide aviation students with many opportunities beyond textbook learning, Martin said.
"To have the initiative (meeting] at Bowling Green, I had to
call a lot of business aviation
companies 1 didn't even know,"
she said. "I got to know a whole
lot of business aviation companies."
Some of Martin's newfound
OAI contacts have spoken in
University aviation classes and
sent her e-mails about new
regulations and "hot issues" to
share with students.

tory of nationally representing
the University in competition,
Palumbo said. The club officially started in 1994 with the
plan to support the electric racing effort, and it did so with the
Klectric Falcon, an all-electric
open-wheeled racecar capable
of speed of up to 140 mph. The
club has brought three national
championships and an award
for the best-engineered car back
to Bowling Green.
"Racing at a collegiate level
can be more than just students
running around on the track,
they have to be doing something
to promote the next generation
of vehicles," Palumbo said. He
added that the University was
first nationally to use E85 as a
racing fuel for wheel-to-wheel
competition.
Race Chair Austin (iriffilh, junior,
of the Grad Prix who recognizes
the rationality of using Fits.
"Everyone is talking about
hydrogen energy, but that isn't
something we can afford with
i! being so far ahead of its time.
No one knows too much about
it." Griffith said. "Kthanol is the
more practical fomi of alternative energy"
Palumbo said each year the

Motor Sports Club looks to make
improvements on the vehicles
they race, and they plan to
change the formula next year to
include hybrids. The Grand Prix
has become an educational program for students who want to
gain hands-on experience outside of the classroom.
"The winners in my mind
are not necessarily the Students
who come across the finish line."
Palumbo said. "The winners are
the people thai put the carts on
the track, that put the event on
because they get the experience
and are doing something positive for Bowling Green."
Griffith is hopeful about the
sponsorship the race has gotten
from such on-campus groups
as Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity and
from state companies like the
Ohio Com Growers Association,
which is based in Marion. Ohio
"I'm looking forward lo pulling on a successful event and
il shows how hard everyone has
been working in the club that we
were able to secure sponsorship
in a bad economy," Griffith said.

about their work arc not only
students from this University,
bin also from five other states, to
broaden horizons and bring new
pcrspecitves.
Advisor Ruthy light helps the
students with organizing the
event. She also helped get Larry
Nichols, from tlicToledo Museum
of Art, as the keynote speaker at

tlw symposium.
"The biggest surprise willbethe
audience," Light said. "We really
don't have an idea how many
peopk' will come, bin everybody
is welcome"
The event will be held in the
Fine Arts Building in room 204.
and start at 9 am. with breakfast.
It is free and open to the public.

In addition. Martin and some
of her aviation students in a
safety course had the opportunity to work with three of
her contact companies in
Columbus last semester. Martin
said the students wrote to the
companies, were mentored by
them, and had the opportunity
to visit them. While visiting the
companies, the students participated in case scenarios and
toured their facilities, she said.
"The students got an inside
look at business aviation,"
Martin said. "That's a big thing,
because now Itheyl see the difference, if Ithey] see that job
versus airline I jobs and all the
skills required."
Ultimately, Martin said the
OAI-initiated
networking
opportunities can lead to business aviation co-ops and jobs
for students.
"Obviously, if 1 have contacts
now with all of these people,

The BG News is now
accepting applications for

Summer a Fall
2009 Staffs
•Reporters
• Web Staff
•Staff Editors
• Wideographers
•OpinionColumnists •On-lineMedia
•Photographers
Assistants
•Graphic Designers
'Copy Editors
_^

Tlie BiiSII liitercolUviali' Speedway
opens thisSatiinlay. April IHlhal II tun.
with lite nice set to begin at 2 p.m. The
iimd I'rix is free anil open to the iniblic.

when they want somebody
they'll call me, or I'll call them,"
she said.
Martin said she doesn't know
of any University students who
have gained co-ops or jobs
through the new contacts yet.
The OAI is just shy of one year
old, though, and Martin said it
is growing stronger,
"This initiative has not waned,
it is not losing steam," she said.
"lit is| getting stronger."
Vornholt willbespeaking with
Martin's independent study
business aviation students April
21, and he also said the OAI's
work will help students find coops and jobs.
"The bottom line is, they'll
probably find employment in
their major a lot quicker because
of the knowledge that they'll
gain of the job opportunities."
Vomhholtsaid.
Eric Stewart, 37, a non-traditional senior majoring in aviation technical management,
attended the OAI meetings at
the University and Kent State
University, and he is pleased
with the initiative.
"1 think a lot more degree
disciplines should look into
something similar," Stewart
said. "I think it's a benefit to
the students."

525 E. Merry St. $525/month (plus electric)
507 E. Merry St. $525/month (plus electric)

I

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

7:40 A.M.
Bryan Trumbo, 23. of Rudolph, Ohio,
was cited for willful and wanton
disregard for safety after almost hitting a pedestrian in the Wal-Mart
parking lot.
1:08 P.M.
A 15-year-old female was arrested
for inducing panic after telling
Children's Resource Center staff
members she had a gun and would
shoot everyone in the school. She
also stated she put a bomb in every
desk.

THURSDAY
APRIL 16
12:01 A.M.
Leah Johnson. 18. of Wheaton, III..
was cited for criminal trespass and
underage drinking after she was
seen jumping a fence and approaching the door of a residence on South
Prospect. She seemed unsteady on
her feet and unsure about entering
the house she was at. Neither of the
occupants knew her.

12:56 A.M.
William Vanalstine. 22. of Napoleon.
Ohio. Michael Hartley. 35. of
Napoleon. Ohio and Jeremy
Snyder. 29. of Bowling Green, were
cited for possession of marijuana
after they were observed sitting in
the back seat of a Ford Explorer
with a large cloud of smoke inside.
After they were removed from the
vehicle, two burnt marijuana joints
were found on the back seat. Two
hand rolled cigarettes, believed to
be marijuana cigarettes, were also
found in Snyder's pocket.
1:57 A.M.
Joshua Swartz, 23. of Luckey. Ohio.
was cited for possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia after
he was observed sitting in a parked
vehicle with a wooden pipe and a
small amount of marijuana.

k

ONLINE: Go to bqviews.com for the
complete blotter list.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

TOMS
From Page 1
"I think spreading awareness
is always beneficial," Francis
said. "1 didn't wear shoes all
day and I was telling everybody
about the cause."
Since its foundation in 2006,
TOMS has sold and donated
over 300.000 pairs of shoes.
Chesser, as the head planner
for his "Style Your Sole Party"
for TOMS, received over 40 shoe
orders to support the cause. To
order TOMS shoes and receive
a discount, contact Chesser at
kchesse@bgsu.edu. All styles
available can be found at the
TOMS Web site.
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Newlove Rentals

WEDNESDAY
APRIL 15

RING IN THIS AD AND SAVE!

• Applications are available in 210 or
204 West Hall.
• Interviews will begin mid April.
Return completed application and please
sign up for an interview time at 210 West Hall.
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Two bedroom apartments
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GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Some evwus ratal hom events bqsuedu
8 a m - 9 p.m.
Exhibit #12: Joe Meiser
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Dancing for Goodwill

:■ AVE BIG!
and remember to
use your coupon books.
Also watch the BG News for
more great BG BUCK: savings

Phi Sigma Pi to hold benefit Formal on Saturday

Exhibit
By Hannah Sparling

150 and 1S1 Union - Gallery Spat*

Reporter
8am -11 pm
Muslim Student
Association Prayer Room
204 Olscamp

8:50 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Women's Studies
Research
514. 315. 316 Union

2-3:30 p.m.
Reading by Austrian
novelist Lilian Faschinger
Prout Chapel

5 -8 pm.
Ohanami Cherry Blossom
Festival
Mlltti Alumni Center

6-10 pm
AmeriCorps Banquet
308 Union - McMaster Meeting
Room
6 -9 pm
PLA Annual Awards
Banquet and Colloquium
101 Olscamp
6 -11:30 p.m.
Spring Awards Banquet
202A Union ■ Lenhart Grand

On Saturday night, some students
will minium- dancing with donating to charity.
Phi Sigma Pi is hosting a
"Goodwill Formal" Saturday. The
dance, which is designed to beneft Goodwill, will be from 7 to 11
p.m. in Olscamp 101 and is open
to everyone.
For the first time in its three
years as an event, attire for the
Goodwill Formal is just that;
formal. Phi Sigma Pi President
Shamrock Showier said in past
years people actually wore clothes
from Goodwill and there were
even contests to see who could
put together the best outfit But
some people thought it looked
like the event was making fun of
people who shop at Goodwill out
of necessity, so members of Phi
Sigma Pi decided to change the
dress code for the dance.
"While some people thought it
was a lot of fun. other people took
offense to it," Showier said.
The cover charge for the
Goodwill Formal is a little different than for most events. Instead
of money, the price to attend is
either a donation for Goodwill or
a canned good, Showier said. She
said Phi Sigma Pi decided on donations as an entrance fee because a
lot of college students don't have
money to donate, but everyone
can go through their closet and
find a shirt or a pair of jeans they
no longer wear or use their meal

plan to buy a couple extra cans of
food for someone in need.
"With Goodwill, we found the
opportunity to donate something
besides money." Showier said.
Junior Kyan I jidwig is the event
coordinator for the Goodwill
Formal. 1 le said the night is meant
not only to bring in donations for
Goodwill, but also to raise awareness about the company and get
people thinking about donating
"If more people knew more
about [Goodwill] they might
donate more often," he said.
"I hey know the name, they know
it's out there, but I don't think
they know enough about it."
Utdwig said with Goodwill, it
is easy to donate because they
are a trustworthy organization,
and those who give know their
donation is actually going to
make a difference.
"You know when you donate
it's actually going where it says,"
he said. "It's something you can
trust."
Mark Harris, the director of
marketing and development for
Goodwill in northwest Ohio,
will be at the formal. He said
the dance is a great idea because
it gets people thinking about
donating and creates awareness
for the cause.
In the large scheme of things,
one or two bags of clothing might
not look like a lot, he said, inn
if it gets people thinking about
Goodwill and makes them more
apt to donate, then it is a big
deal.
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Moore Musical Arts Center

Native American culture meets hip-hop
Joe San Diego brings diversity to the Black Swamp Pub with his beats
By Ira Sain
Reporter

Thomas .Burnett and Kristin
Cooperkline are out to shatter
stereotypes surrounding Native
American life in America.
As president and treasurer
of the Native American Unity
Council (NAUC), they hope to
shed light to Bowling Green
natives and non-natives on the
realities of what it means to
be Native American in today's
world.
Theorganizationwasfounded
in 2002. "We noticed there was a
student group for a lot of the
other ethnicities and cultural
backgrounds on the campus but
none that represented Native
Americans," Burnett said.
"We really try to emphasize,
not only to the people who are
interested in joining the group
but to people who attend our
events as well, natives are not
stereotypes who live in the past,"
Cooperkline said. "And we've
worked really hard to make
sure that that message comes
across."
The NAUC puts on annual fall events that attempt to
blend the traditional with the
contemporary, which is some-

SHAMROCK

thing that happens in a lot of
Native Americans lives, Burnett
said. This past November the
NAUC put on a three-day event
that included Native American
poets, speaker and performers including Grammy Award
winning musician Bill Miller,
Cooperkline said.
One of the main motivations for the annual fall event
is to demonstrate that Native
Americans are diverse groups
engaged in the arts and community.
"They don't all look the same,
act the same, dress the same,
practice the same things, they're
very diverse." Koopcrkline said.
"They're very contemporary.
They're just people with a specific cultural background, and
just like any other group in the
United States they have traditions but they also have very
contemporary practices as
well."
Tonight, the NAUC will host
North Californian and Native

American hip-hop artist |SI)
()oe San Diego), in the Black
Swamp Pub.
" I don't want to pigeon-hole us
and say he's not family friendly
but this is a rap concert and
you know, he's not a preacher."
Burnett said. "Expect explicit
lyrics, but he's not violent or
anything like that. He just really,
really enjoys doing this."
Burnett hopes the event will
help expose natives and nonnatives on campus to the NAUC
and the sense of community the
group can provide.
"A lot of students now know
they have Native heritage but
they haven't been as connected
with it as they would like so it's
a starting point to learn more
about that particular part of
themselves." Cooperkline said.
"But it's not exclusive. Interest
and respect are the only requirements for joining the group."
ISD will perform tonight at
9:30 p.m. in the Black Swamp
Pub.

Combo
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Keyboard Percussion • Trumpet ■ Saxophone • Flute • Clarinet liombone • Vocal ■ Musk Theory & More

419-352 4637
www.almarianes.com
almai300svJacoi.net

1010 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
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Buy 2 Games
Get 3rd game

FREE
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• Low Rates
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Near Bob Evans

•

.

Not valid Fri. & Sat. after 9pm

■
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FREE

I!
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n
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FREE
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Summer
Storage!
your community.
your news source.
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Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!
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(419)354-0070
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»

rand Opening April 10th
j the Woodland Mall

■i

-/*

by students, for students •
FREE

EVERYDAY

ON

AND

OFF
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FORUM

"The winners in my mind are not necessarily the students who come across the finish
line. The winners are the people that put the carts on the track, that put the event on
because they get the experience and are doing something positive for Bowling Green."
- Tony Palumbo. Motor Sports Club advisor, on the 4th annual Grand Prix of BGSU [see story pg. 2].
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PEOPLE ON InE STREET If you could name a skateboarding trick, what would you name it?
The Cleveland
Special because
sports from Cleveland
are superior."

"The Mooseknuckle

"Killaflip because my

720 because it

name's Killa Cam."

DANIMcVICKER.

MICHELLE COOPER.

Freshman.

Senior.

Journalism

Special Education

MICHAEL WILTSIE.
Freshmaa
Marketing

"The fliptastic."

New members of USG
have a lot of work to do

The new members of
Undergraduate
Student
Government will be sworn in
next Monday, I hope they will
enter their new positions with
a sense of urgency, responding to a few key issues. The
first two are matters of oncampus street conditions.
I'm sure those of us who
read the story about two students being hit while crossing Mercer Street were a little
disturbed the authorities will
wait for accidents like that
to happen again before any
changes are made to address
(he safety issue, like adding a
stop sign or speed bumps.
It will be up to USG to make
the case to the Bowling Green
City Council that it would be
irresponsible to leave the
Mercer crosswalk situation
the way it is and just hope
pedestrians do a better job
looking both ways and that
drivers do a better job recognizing the warning signs on
this poorly-lit street.
This time we were lucky no

one was killed, and I don't
think anyone wants to have
an easily preventable death
on their conscience just
because they didn't feel like
raising a little fuss at the next
city council meeting.
The other issue that needs
to be addressed by USG next
year may not be as pressing
as the last one as it docs not
directly relate to protecting
the safety of students, but it
sure would make their lives
a lot better when walking to
and from classes — the conditions on Ridge Street.
I'm sure most students
are aware it can be quite an
adventure during a rainy day
walking to a class in Olscamp
or Overman. If you're not
worried about being splashed
on the sidewalk by speeding
cars, you're worrying about
how to avoid the little ponds
that form and cover up huge
sections of sidewalk, leading you to take your chances
walking through the muddy
swampland that forms just
outside the puddles.
Of course, pedestrians can
usually always find alternative (albeit longer) routes to
get to their classes in order
SeoLUTZMANN Page 5

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Women in calendar posed
willingly, aren't victims
The collective outrage shown
byMs. Wcaverand Ms.Chaffins
over the University swimsuit
calendar is laughable at best.
One could almost hear the
cries of misogyny, sexism
and male chauvinism as soon
as you picked the paper up
Tuesday morning. As a nontraditional student here at the
University, I see some of my
younger female counterparts
wear things that leave little to
the imagination.
We're not talking to the
clubs, we're talking to class. It
is astounding how many times
instructors need to remind students what is and is not appropriate to wear for internships,
student teaching and other
career-minded educational
opportunities. So spare me the
whole "the girls who pose for
this calendar are victims and
will feel shame the rest of their
natural born lives'' rationale.
By the reactions of Weaver
and Chaffins, every man
and woman on this campus
should be highly offended at
the female form. If the swimsuit calendar becomes a reality

(and I sincerely hope it does
along with the Speedo version for guys), the women who
choose to pose are doing so
under their own free will. No
one is forcing these women to
do anything.
That being said, I take special issue with Miss Weaver's
idea that women are placed
on college campuses solely for male eye candy. I find
that statement more insulting
than the idea of this calendar.
Talk about selling your gender
short.
I'm not sure what Ms.
Weaver's major is, but as a former ECE major and current
HDFS major 1 have had the
chance to meet several amazingly intelligent women—both
students and professors.
I would highly suggest Ms.
Weaver take a few steps out
of the ultra-feminist bubble
that surrounds her and look
around at the dedicated and
smart female undergrad and
graduate students who attend
the University.
— A. Renee Daley, Senior,
HDFS
Respond to Renee at
tlienews@bgnews.com.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Ca« us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
B« sure to read th* submission guidelines at the bottom of this page

THE BG NEWS
FREDDY HUNT, EDITOR IN CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgviews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606
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VISIT US AT
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sounds like a mean

Have your own tale on

trick."

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
CAMERON REED.
Sophomore.
Criminal Justice

a question' Gve us your
feedback at bgviews.com
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Travelin' the Globe:
All this traveling can be quite exhausting

AMSTERDAM — Yesterday I
spent the day with way more
flowers than I may have ever
seen in my life.
I went to Keukenhof, in
Lisse, Holland, which is home
of the largest bulb flower
park in the world. There are
some 4.5 million tulips there,
comprising 100 varieties. The
gardens also claim to be the
most photographed place in
the world.
This activity was the last
goal I hoped to complete while
in the Netherlands. The other
sights on my list included the

"Girl with a Pearl Earring"
painting by Johannes Vermeer
and touring the city of Delft.
Whatever else 1 see here
will be a bonus, and I'm getting pretty tired, so I don't
know how much longer this
will last.
I wouldn't have begun this
trip the way I did if 1 could
have avoided it.
Last weekend 1 went skiing in the Alps. This, in itself,
wouldn't have been too tiring
if I hadn't spent the previous week sharing Austria and
Germany with my parents. I
hadn't recovered from that
when 1 went skiing, and then
I couldn't recover from skiing
before heading here.
I must include a short detour
on my ski trip here, because
it was incredible, aside from

"I went skiing in Leogang and Saalbach, in
Austria, southwest of Salzburg. The highest
peak there is 2,097 meters, which is a lot
higher than I'm used to skiing in Ohio at
Boston Mills in Cuyahoga Falls."
one fall that left black and
blue marks across my left leg.
I went skiing in Leogang and
Saalbach, in Austria, southwest of Salzburg. The highest peak there is 2097 meters,
which is a lot higher than
I'm used to skiing in Ohio at
Boston Mills in Cuyahoga
Falls.
In order to get to the top,
one must ride a gondola for
roughly 10 minutes. Most of

the slopes are on only the
upper half of the mountains,
so you ski halfway down and
then ride the lifts back up.
They have turnstiles you
must go through to get to
the lift, and you use a card
with a sensor to get through
the turnstiles. The card then
keeps track of roughly how far
See KEMP | Page 5

Facebook Myspace and other social sites
are the new drug for college students
By Jo* Polito
The Oracle

Ifyouaskme.thelnternetislike
a drug — it can be both used
and abused. Unfortunately,
social networking sites, on
which college students spend
a good chunk of their time,
are among the worst breeding
grounds of addiction. Each
one of these sites has its psychedelic counterpoint, and
none should ever be used to
excess.
Facebook is like marijuana:
it has millions of users and it
robs the attention span.
In terms of popularity and
casual usage, there is no better comparison. On April 8,
Facebook officially reported
having more than 200 million
users. Likewise, marijuana is
the most frequently used illegal drug in the United States,
according to the Washington

k

Post.

One is depicted in graffiti,
the other uses a less literal
form of wall-writing. Both are
used by desperate parents to
try to relate to their kids. Both
are used as a scapegoat for
childhood obesity and laziness. They are even both considered "gateways" to more
dangerous things, like freebasing crack — or tweeting.
Myspace is like cocaine. It
used to be popular, but now
it's used mostly by musicians.
Users used to gel a great rush
when they excitedly sat down
at their desk, ready to do some
lines of HTML for their profile
page.
What was once a fun way
to connect with friends and
rebel a little is now too intense
and even frightening to consider, lust take a look at the
homepage. The first thing you
see is an ad which says "poke,

kiss, hug, own and sell your
friends. Take your friendship
to the next level." Yikes!
Blogspot is like alcohol, the
classic vice. Users of both can
vent daily frustrations, whether to uninterested bartenders or uninterested Web surfers. The confidence a blogger
nerd feels behind a computer
screen is the same as what a
timid bachelor feels after a
couple of beers. It allows them
to rant, rave and be obnoxious
without fear of consequence.
Daily bloggers are like heavy
drinkers — they just vomit
words instead of Cuervo and
onion rings.
In all seriousness, social
networking is getting out of
control. College students' psychological need for the Web is
absurd, especially when they
are at -the point in their lives
when they should be casting
aside childish online gossip

and thinking about how they
are going to survive in the real
world.
And newsflash, tweeters: Unless you monitor
your accounts and what you
are saying with the eyes of
a hawk, future employers
will see what you put on the
Internet and form an opinion about you based on that
information. If you're posting
every bit of your life on the
Web, and that life happens
to include, say, a lot of partying, Facebook could be as
detrimental to your career as
a drug record.
Unfair, you say? That's not
your call. This is how the real
world works, and you're probably four years away from it at
the very most. So do yourself a
favor: If you want to succeed,
kick the habit and get off of
social networking sites. Life
goes on better without them.
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you ski each day.
Its estimate for me was 36
kilometers on Sunday and 7
on Saturday. And I'm a wimp
compared to the Austrians, so
I can only imagine how far
someone could ski in a day. My
distance on Sunday included
no repeat slopes and maybe
half of the available ones.
But unlike my last long
journey over February break.
I haven't had too many problems (knock on wood for me,
please!).
Getting to the gardens yesterday was a little rough, seeing as I couldn't find anyone
to sell me the type of ticket
I wanted to use to get there,
but I finally managed to work
around that.
When I finally got to The
Hague, which was my first
stop on this trip, all I did after

"H[ BG NEWS

"Today my plans include the three main
museums in Amsterdam... There are lots
of other available museums, but I'll see
how I manage."
finding something for dinner
was sleep. I did have to commit an ultimate Alison sin for
dinner that night, because
the Easter holiday continues
through Monday, in Austria,
and I've now learned in
Holland, as well, so it was
slim pickings for dinner and
I finally selected McDonald's
because I was too tired to
look any further. I don't ever
want to eat at McDonald's,
but I was hungry enough to
forego that.
On Tuesday I went to Delft
and visited the Royal Delft
porcelain factory and the
Vermeer Centrum, which
houses life-size copies of all
of his paintings. The day was

gorgeous and the town was
quite charming, especially
before all of the tourists got
there and cluttered up the
squares. The town is also full
of canals, so it's like a miniature Amsterdam.
Today my plans include
the three main museums in
Amsterdam: the Kijksmuseum.
which is the national art gallery: the Van Gogh Museum,
which is currently displaying
"Starry Night;" and the Anne
Frank House. There are lots of
other available museums, but
I'll see how I manage.

to avoid the Ridge Street
ordeal, but at the very least
the conditions need to
be improved for the drivers who use the road and
would rather not give their
tires a thrashing every time
they go to and from classes
or other University events.
Hopefully this is one
of the priorities of the
new President and VicePresident of the USG as
one of the most prominent
issues they were running
on was the continued focus
on campus beautification.
In my mind, by fixing the
sidewalks on either side of
the street and the numerous potholes OD liidge
itself, USCI would not only
be making the University
look nicer, they would also
be giving students one less
stressful thing to worry
about on their way to classes.
Odds are that these two
issues are not the biggest
priorities on a lot of students' minds. These are
just two items that one
student among thousands
has recognized as something USG members should
spend some lime on.
That is why it's important
that if any undergraduate
does see something not
being talked about by their
student government, they
make it a point to get in
touch with their representatives at the weekly general assembly meetings,
at their office hours or
online (most members are
on Facebook).
F.ven if you do think
something like road conditions on or even off campus
is beyond its authority to
directly address, it's important to realize that it's the
job of USG to talk to the government officials who are
directly responsible and get
results. In a lot of ways, USG
is the student body's lobbying firm in the halls of power
(only most of us charge no
fee), so try not to sell it too
short when it comes to influencing policies affecting you
as a student.
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Having said that, there is
still one thing 1 hope next
year's USG improves on
— its availability to its constituency. It's too easy 111r
USG senators to ignore any
of the issues faced by students outside their own circle of friends, so in order to
protect against such tendencies there needs to be some
serious outreach in the form
of numerous town hall-style
meetings.
These meetings need to
be held throughout campus
and at varying hours of the
day to fit as many schedules as possible so USG can

have a better idea whai kinds
ol issue-, ii- constituenc)
wants ii- representatives to
prioritize.
in the end we gel the kind
ol government we deserve.
I hat's true on all levels of
government,
In the words of Ralph
Nader. "There ran be no
daily democracj without
daily citizenship.'' Be sure to
get Involved in the organization that claims to -peak on
your behalf.
— Respond ro Sean m
thenews@bgnews.com.

tiunews9bgnews.com.
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Falcons take third at home invitational despite subpar weather
By John Lopez
Reporter

MEN'S GOLF
Falcons travel to
Purdue

rile i ;i itnii women's golf team
finally tumid their stride this
week by finishing a respectable third at the Falcon
Invitational.
The team's positive form
could not have come at a better
time as the Falcons will be competing in tin- Mid-American
Conference Championship in a
week.
Playing in cold, rainy conditions, the Falcons carded a tun
round team score of 651, while

El

Megan
Bader
Finished second on
the team with a 162.
good for seventh

Megan
Gormley
Led the team with
a 158 and placed
fourth overall

Toledo captured the title scoring a 639. Ohio came in sec
ond with a 646. followed by
Youngstown Slate, Oakland and

Detroit.
The event, which was held
at Sloney Ridge in Bowling
Green, was originally scheduled for three rounds, but due

"We persevered in poor weather
and caught fire as a team, especially
on the second day. We made some big
birdies and important par saves."

to rain and a poor playing
surface the second round was
canceled.
"The conditions were pretty
poor. We have not had the best
luck with weather so far, hut
that's spring golf for you," coach
Stephanie Young said.
For all of the Falcons' misfor-

Stephanie Young | BG coach
tunes this season things seem to
be looking up.
"Up to this point, we have not
gotten it done," Young said. "But
it was great to get home and play
at a familiar course."
When asked if the positive

results could simply be attributed to the "home course" advantage, Young took a more opti
mistic approach.
See GOLF | Page 7

The Boiletmaker Invitation
will be the final stop for the
Falcons before the MAC
Championship meet. Four
other MAC schools. Toledo.
Miami. Eastern Michigan and
Northern Illinois ate also taking part.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The
BG News Sports Blog for
continued coverage of your
favorite Falcons sports teams.
Visit the blog this afternoon
to get a football practice
report. Tomorrow, we will
have coverage of football's
ErHANMA&OC

second spring scrimmage.
Additionally, look for soft-

FUNDAMENTAL ERRORS:

r

RGNtWS

•.• ..Iced ine Falcons in ih« .Jsi enjhi conference games, all losses.

ball live blogs and baseball
updates.
www.bgnewssports.com

Softball
vs. Akron.

East division revival
Falcons host MAC East rivals in hopes of breaking eight game losing skid

Tennis

By Christopher Rambo
Reporter

■

Softball
Baseball

.
Track
Jay

TOMORROW
Baseball
I p.m.
Tennis

when they welcome Akron to Meserve
Field for a doubleheader today and then
()hio for a two game series tomorrow and

Spring is supposed to be the season of
renewal.
So far this April, the sloppy play of the
ltd Softball ream lias meshed nicely with
the accompanying miserable weather Since winning their first two MidAmerican (inference games to close out
March, the Falcons have receded into
a tallspin, losing eight games in a row,
slumping in a 2-6 MAC record in the

process.
This weekend, with the skies clearing
and the men IH\ expected to rise, coach
Shannon Salsburg s unit will attempt to
push the reset button on their season

■

Softball
Men's golf

Sunday.
The Zips come into the weekend with
an overall record of 21-16 and an 8-4
record in the MAC. The Bobcats check in
at 16-17 and 6-6 in the MAC.
Salsburg knows that if the Falcons arc
to accomplish their previously slated
goal of reaching the MAC tournament,
this weekend needs to serve as a turning
point.
I gathered our team after last weekend
and said basically that we have 12 MAC
games left and that if we can come out
with a winning record in those games
\vc should be in the IMACI tournament,

"The keys for us this weekend will be pitching
and defense. We also need to do a good job at
coming out aggressive early on."
Shannon Salsburg | BG coach
which was our goal to start the season,"
Salsburg said.
But it will not be easy.
According to Salsburg, both weekend
opponents are vastly improved squads
from a year ago.
The Zips, who lead the MAC in both
steals and fielding percentage, sport a
solid pitching staff, led by Andrea Arney
(13-11 2.37 ERA) while Julie Boyes sup-

plies the punch on offense with seven
home runs and 24 RBls.
The Bobcats enter this weekend on
a tear, having won eight of their last Id
games.
They lead the MAC in hitting, slugging
percentage, on-base percentage, runs
See SOFTBALL | Page 10
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Falcon baseball to invade Kent State
By Sean Shapiro
Pep,

SUNDAY
Baseball
at Kent State; 12 p.m.
Softball
1 p.m.
Men's golf
lue; all-day

-URCALL
Today in
Sports History
1920-The NFL is formed

Alter sweeping Ball State last
weekend, lit, will look to continue their strong play as they
head to No. 24 Kent State this
afternoon lor a 3 p.m. opening
pitch I he teams will play again
tomorrow at I p.m. and noon

Sunday.
The (iolden Flashes enter
ilie weekend on a three game
winning streak, including an H7 win over No. 26 Ohio State
Wednesday.
"In every preseason poll,
they've been picked to win the

whole nine yards," said coach
Danny Schmltz. "They're 267 overall and 13-1 at home,
so they've proved everyone
right." '
last Friday, today's starter for
KSU, Brad Stillings, pitched the
tenth no-hitter in (iolden Flash
history against Toledo. However.
Stillings isn't the only Flash
pitcher the Falcons will have to
worry about this season.
As a team. KSU has a team
earned run average of 4.40 and
has averaged just over eight
strikeouts a game.
At the plate Kent has hit .306
as a team, led by 2008 Mid-

American Conference Player of
the Year Greg Rohan, who leads
his team with eight home runs.
In addition to Rohan, the rest
of the Flash starting lineup has
all hit over .300 for the season,
and have combined to put up
double digit runs in 11 games so
far this season.
Countering the KSU line up,
SchmitZ plans to go with his
normal starting rotation this
weekend, with Brennan Smith
(2.59 F.RA), Matt Malewitz (3.24
BRA] and Brian Hangbers (4.86
KACHtlRADWANSKI I rHFBf.NEIVS

See BASEBALL | Page 10

The List
The Yankees christened their
new stadium yesterday with

SENIORS: Stefanie Menoll (left) and Libby Harrison are two of three seniors who will
celebrate Senior Day tomorrow. Kersey Jalupcin is the third

Three seniors set to lead
Falcons in season finale

FALCONS SET FOR SECOND SCRIMMAGE

a big loss to Cleveland. Here
are the top performers.

By Morgan Carlson
Reporter

1. Victor Martinez:
Martinez went 3-for-6 with a
home run and a double.

2. Jorge Posada:
Posada hit the first home run
in the new stadium.

3. Cliff Lee: Lee
rebounded for six innings,
allowing two earned runs.

4. Johnny Damon:
Damon singled in the first
inning for first hit in the stadium.

5. Grady Sizemore:
His grand slam put an exclamation point on a Tribe rally

ETHANMAOOC I IHEBGNEWS

READY FOR SOME ACTION: today the Falcons will hold their 11th spring practice Tomorrow will be the 12th practice and second scrimmage All pr.ir heps and scrimmages are open to the public

Sitting at the 4th place spot in
the Mid-American Conference,
the BCi women's tennis team will
fight to end their regular season
with dual wins this weekend.
BG will host Ball State
I Iniversity today and conferenceleader Miami tomorrow.
The Falcons, with a 4-2 MAC
record, trail 3rd place Buffalo (52), 2nd place Western Michigan
(5-1), and Miami (6-0).Attheend
of the weekend, BG has a chance
to place as high as a tie for first or
as low as a tie for sixth going into
the MAC Championships.
Coach Penny Dean has her
sights set on a double win this
weekend, playing up the home
advantage.

"IWe're expecting a| good performance and lhaving a| positive attitude," Dean said. "Both
teams are good. Miami is undefeated in the MAC. We should
always be very dangerous at
home."
Currently, Ball State is last in
the MAC.goinginto the weekend
witli a 0-6 record, last year, the
Falcons beat the Cardinals 6-1.
and are hoping for a similar outcome this year, though according to senior Kelsey lakupcin.
the Women are preparing hard
for the matches nonetheless.
"We will be working more
on our doubles so we can win
the doubles point and start out
ahead," lakupcin said. "|We will]
SeeTEMNISIPagelO
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From

BfNlOHMAN 1 THE &N(WS

FLYING SOUTH: The Falcons head 10 Oxford this weekend for ihe All-Ohio
Championships which will provide strong competition for the entire team

Falcon track to face
best in Ohio at Miami

"I think that we played well.
Regardless of if it was our home
course, the team performed
well," Young said.
As for the teams overall
performance. Young was
pleased.
"Everyone played well. We
played strong. It was a turning point for the team, and we
would like to build on that,"
Young said.
Young was also pleased with
her team's play on the course.
"We persevered in poor
weather and caught fire as a
team, especially on the second
day." Young said. "We made
some big birdies and important par saves."
After a solid performance
on the first day. the Falcons
made a push toward the front
.of the pack on day two. scoring
a tournament low 322 on the

Fntfay.Aphll7.ai09 7

FJ

Lauren
Glew
Placed 11th overall
at the Falcon
Invitational

"As a team, we are headed into the
right direction. We shot as low as we
have as a team all spring, and we
are picking up some real momentum

final IB holes.
Leading the pack for the
Falcons was junior Megan
Gorraley (81-77-158). who
scored a tournament low 77 on
the secottd day of play and finished only one stroke off the
overall individual lead.
"I know the course really
well," Gormley said. "And after
a tough first nine holes, I start
ed to play more rclaxud."
But she was more satisfied
with the team's overall performance.
"As a team, we are headed in
the right direction." Gormley
said. "We shot as low as we
have as a team all spring, and
we are picking up some real
momentum for the MAC

for the MAC Championship."
Megan Gormley | Golfei
Championship."

Finishing just
behind
Gormley was sophomore
Megan Bader, who carded an
81-81-162, good enough for seventh place.
"I thought I played well,"
Bader said. Usually when I
am playing well the putter isn't
working, but this week I put it
all together."
She also had high praise for
the overall team.
"We are gradually getting better as a team; we are peaking at
the right time and building a

lot of momentum," she said.
The Falcons placed three
golfers in the top 11 as Lauren
Glew carded a 165, while her
sister Marissa Glew finished
18th firing an 83-82-165.
Hounding
out
the
Falcon scoring were Paula
DiFrancesco (95-82-177, T30th) and Hannah Lambert
(93-97-190,35th).
Up next for the Falcons is the
Cleveland State Invitational
April 20, followed by the season
ending MAC Championship
April 24-26.

By Cr jig Vand.rkim

also Div. I teams as well.
The teams participating, in
addition to BG, are Ashland,
The start of the outdoor sea- Central State, Kent State, Lake
son has resulted in much suc- Erie College, Miami, Ohio,
cess for the BG track team, Tiffin, Akron, Cincinnati,
which will participate in the Dayton, Findlay, Wright State
All-Ohio Championships this and Xavier.
Wells is excited to face this
weekend.
Though only some of the level of competition this weekFalcon athletes competed in the end. With the exception of
Sun Angel Classic last weekend, the meet at Arizona State, she
the majority of the team will called it the best competition
the Falcons have seen as a comtake part in this event.
Coach Cami Wells said plete team thus far in the outthe layoff for some athletes door season.
"Each event is competitive and
should not have a negative
this will give us a good chance
effect.
"In track and field not com- to see |the Mid-American
peting for one weekend is not Conference teams] for the first
uncommon," Wells said. "All time this outdoor season," Wells
of the athletes are trained to said.
Additionally, several Falcons
be ready to compete when it
is time to compete. Those that will be looking to qualify for
competed last week had a dif- regionals.
Senior Jamie Roflow will
ferent training schedule than
those who did not but all were be looking to earn a qualifydesigned to get them ready to go ing mark for regionals. Senior
Whitney Hartman is looking to
this weekend."
The two-day event limits four earn a regional mark in the shot
athletes per event per team. It
is a team-scored event, broken
up into all teams attending and
Web Editor

Need Cash?

No more layering of clothes.

9

You can finally get rid of your wooby blanket

8
7

No more space heaters needed
You don't have to winterize the windows

6

No more cold drafts (we mean wind)

5
4
Your friends will want to come over more often
3
Turn up the heat to your comfort zone
2
You can walk around barefooted again

Book
Buy
Back
NOW IN PROGRESS

No more going into shock
after seeing your monthly heating bill!

1
Take all the long hot showers you desire!
Isn't it time you stop feeling the pain
in your wallet everytime you turn up the heat.
Call our rrotline today!
419-352-9135

W1NTHROPTERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE

530 E. WOOSTER
419.353.7732
WWW.SBXGOFALCONS.COM

Save even more!
Monday-Thursday 9am-7pm • Friday 9am-5:30pm
Saturday 9am-5pm

wwww.winthropterrace.cbm

SUMMER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE!
CREENBRIAR, INC.

nuu.l.ncillil Ml Id ill.ilv.
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Get more Pulse at the

CULTURE SHOCK BLOG
Read the staff s take on television, music
and all things pop culture.
WWW BGVIEWSMf TWORK COM/PULSE
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WHAT TO DO
IN TOWN
Instrument
Petting Zoo

Late night gatekeepers work dusk to dawn
By Staphanla Spencer
Pulse Reporter

Sunday at (he Wood
County District Public
Library, the University's
women's music fraternity,
Sigma Alpha lota, will host
an instrument petting zoo
at 1:30 p.m. The program
will feature familiar Disney
tunes, and audience
members will have the
opportunity to play

For the 98 percent of people who
don't work third shift, the wee
hours of the morning will remain
a mystery.
But for Officer Krin Keaton and
her coworkers at the Wood County
Juvenile Detention Center, third
shift — from 10 p.m. to 6 am —
winds up when the rest of the work
force winds down.
Even the incarcerated are
asleep.
And the staff of the IDC grave-

yard shift intends to keep it that
way. As they walk through the halls,
they listen for noise and peep
through the windows to the cells
every 15 minutes.
Between the walkthroughs, they
do the day's laundry or prep for
the morning shift, mostly in near
silence.
According to the U.S.
I Vpartment of Labor and Statistics,
3 to 4 million Americans work the
graveyard shift, Somerimes. this
can mean a struggle with the
body's internal clock, wishing it
could hit the snooze instead of

"I mean, it's a jail. There are lights on in all
of the wings and you're locked inside of it,
so you know that no one's going to come in.
There are cameras everywhere."
Erin Keaton I Officer

punch in a time card.
"I'll bring a cup of coffee in, or
sometimes III drink a pot while
I'm there, but 1 try not to get too
caffeinated," she said.
Luckily, Keaton doesn't have to

IDC, admined that the switched
schedule takes a little while to get
used to.
"The first couple times it was
really hard. Between 2 and 230
am. I would get sleepy, but I was
fine if I took a nap beforehand,"
she said.
Which is good for now.

do this every day. She's what she
calls a "part-tinier" and picks up
shifts when she can or when others don't want them. Usually third
shift.
Dara Ford, also an officer at the

Both are still in their 20s, and
Keaton schedules her classes at
the University for late afternoons,
liven on die days she does work
See LATE | Page 9

instruments and make
their own to take home.
Free.

TOLEDO
Toledo Elvis
Festival
Tomorrow at 2 p.m. at the
Civic Center Promenade
at the Erie Street Market,
visit the 7th Annual Toledo
Elvis Festival. There will be
a Battle of the Bands
contest as well as tribute
artist performances.
Reserved seating is-120.

Live Harness
Horse Racing

*

PHOTO PROVIDED

EGO TRIP: The Matt Truman Ego Trip a>e influenced by New York Dolls. The Stooges.

Tomorrow at 6 p.m at

David Bowie and the Rolling Stones The band will perform at 8 p.m. at Howard's Club H.

Raceway Park is the
opening day of Live

Not your average 9 to 5

Harness Horse Racing.

Compiled by Anthony Balderrama
and Staphanla Spancar

After this weekend, live
racing will be conducted

With the recession in full-swing,
profitable, yet enjoyable jobs are hard
to find. Below are two examples of
exciting jobs future graduates can
aspire to obtain. Next week, the Pulse
will spotlight two more jobs.

every Saturday and
Sunday night. Call 419476-7751 for more
information.

ELSEWHERE
Mautnee

Students get schooled
in Economics 101 as
recession hits wallets
everywhere

Tomorrow from 10 a.m.
- 4 p.m. at Side Cut Metro

By Matt Liaiaa

Park, the Third Annual .

Pulse Reporter

Welcome Back Walleye
Family Fun Day will take
place, including fishing
demonstrations, food,
crafts and more Free.

Whitehouse
Tomorrow beginning
at 9 a.m., the Third
Annual Power House 5K
Run/Walk will take place
at Whitehouse Primary
School. Early registration
is $15 or $20 is due the
day of the race.

THEY SAID IT
I went to a
bookstore and asked
the saleswoman
where the Self Help
section was. She
said if she told me,
it would defeat the
purpose."
-Dennis Miller
I

"liconomy, schmeckonomy/I'm
ballin' through this recession,"
cried rapper Lil Wayne over guitar licks on a track that will be
featured on his upcoming album,
according to Rolling Stone'sApril
16 issue.
But really, what else would
anyone expect from the man
that had the biggest album of
2008? His antics consist of being
able to throw around as much
money as he can get his hands
on, which is something students
at the University can't afford to
do, seeing as though the crashing economy is crashing some
student's checkbooks.
Instead of releasing number
one singles, students on campus
find accomplishment in getting
a good grade on a paper; instead
of selling millions of copies of
an album in one week, sorority
sisters around campus are trying
their hardest to sell as many raffle tickets as they can for a fundraiser in the spirit of their Greek
letters; and instead of receiving
a briefcase filled with loads of
cash (as Wayne indeed did on
his birthday), a friend may buy
another a shot when out for their
birthday.
The recent stock market collapse has left many of America's
citizens with desperate hands
in the air. In a time when so
many people are being laid-off,
it seems college students are at
a pivotal time in their lives in
what many take pride in calling
"the richest country in the world."
Every dollar being saved for
tuition is valued more with each
passing day. Weekly allowances
See MONEY | Page 9

FOOD SCIENTIST
MEDIAN SALARY: $53,810 A YEAR
Being a food
scientist is
all about
what you
make it. A
background
in chemistry,
biology and
dietetics can
really make
this career,
which may lead to jobs in dairy plants
deciding expiration dates, or creating
the next hit Jelly Belly flavor - chicken
noodle soup for winter time.

WARDROBE STYLIST
MEDIAN SALARY UP TO
$10,000 A WEEK
Networking
is key for
this profession, as a
wardrobe
designer
needs high
profile clients to really
be successful. Starting
small, on recently divorced women or
twenty-something college grads on a
budget looking for their first jobs can
be the jump-start for this career path.
Plus, a stylist has to look hip at all times
in order to promote their services.
Infcmwoon from CBSalarycom and tht US
Department of Labor S»tr»n« Photos coumty of
foodpnctuftg-iachnolooycom and
raatHyrvmayaunt com

The Truman Show' comes
to life in Bowling Green
By Laura Laa Caracciolo
Pulse Reporter

Local band The Matt Truman
Ego Trip will be performing
tonight at Howard's Club H.
Other scheduled bands
to perform include This
is a Shakedown and New
Machines.
The Matt Truman Ego Trip
features Matt Truman on
vocals and guitar, Derek Wright
on drums, Eric Barton on piano,
Miguel Oria on guitar and Zak
Durst on bass guitar, all from
the Bowling Green/Toledo
area.
The band has been together
for three years and has a CD
out called "Everybody's Got
One," which is available for purchase it at shows or on iTunes,
Amazon, Rhapsody and any
other online retailers.
The Matt Truman Ego Trip is
influenced by music from the
70s and has been picking up on
the funk, acoustic and psychedelic sounds.

"Our influences span the
decade," Truman said. "I love
all kindsof music especially the
old school punk such as New
York Dolls, The Stooges, David
Bowie and the Rolling Stones.
Recently, I've been listening to
MGMT and Of Montreal. They
have a lot of imagination in
their songs; it's almost impossible to put them into a certain
genre."
The band also doesn't fit into
a specific genre. Truman writes
most of the songs himself and
then the other band members
add in their parts.
"With the new stuff, we're just
trying to make accessible rock
and roll music," Truman said.
The band is trying to get a
new record together and will
also start touring again this
summer.
"A couple years back we were
doing a lot of shows," Truman
said. "We toured in Chicago,
See TRUMAN | Page 9

Rogan and Faris report for
duty in lackluster film
By Aaron Half iarich
Film Critic

"Rogan gives life to a
character that could

If you happened to find the
year's first mall cop, Paul Blart,
terribly obnoxious and apathetically pointless, popular
funny-man Seth Rogen is hoping to relegate your anger with
a similar but blatantly unapologetic dark comedy.
In "Observe and Report," the
most recent of his frequent film
entries, Rogen portrays Ronnie
Barnhardt, a dedicated and
often over-the- top enforcer of
mall security. Working as the
head of security, Ronnie patrols
his territoryas if he were packing a semi-automatic pistol
instead of Hello Kitty bandaids.
Unlike Blart's predicament
that followed predictable and
innocent humor trends, Ronnie
is faced with an unusual circumstance in which a mysteriously infamous flasher has

otherwise would have been
profoundly disturbing."
Aaron Helfferich | Film Critic

terrorized his mall's female
attendees for too long. When
Detective Harrison (Ray Liotta)
and the police are brought in to
help with the ongoing investigation, Ronnie takes up a challenge to glorify his own law
enforcement tactics.
With a story that is much
about underappreciated workers attempting to receive a rightful recognition for their dedicated work, Rogen attempts to
let the laughs fry with a familiar
attack of dimwitted humor arid
>

See ROGAN | Page 9
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From Page 8
nights, she aims her wake up lime
around 1 or 2 p.m.
Bui even waking up a few hours,
after lunch can be difficult, even
though the sun is still out.
"Places are closed when you get
off, and that always kind of sucks,
but by the time you wsike up, its a
rush to get to places like the Ixtnk,
or anything that closes at five." she
said.
Unlike other night jobs, Keaton
is paid the same whether she
works noon or midnight, but is
unsure about what the "full-timers"
are paid during those hours.
And midnights "can be a little
spooky sometimes" in jail, according to Keaton.
"i mean, it's a jail. There are lights
on in all of the wings and you're
locked inside of it. so you know

thai no one's going to come in.
There are cameras everywhere,"
she said.
liird doesn't like to go into any
unlit areas if she doesn'l have to.
"I don't like to do that. It's dark
and it's two in the morning," she
said.
And most of the time, it's not
necessary.
Quick bits of gossip are the
norm from one person to another.

Badge gab.
In front of the kids, they are to
address each other as "ma'am"
and "sir", but at night they catch
up on boyfriends that have fallen
by the wayside or how it is thai the
beef noodle soup gels so creamy.
fad said that third shift never
really bothered her.
"I didn't have anything else to do
where it was changing my schedule' she said.
Working late can be peace and
quiet, ifyou can get it.

MONEY
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to complain about," he said. "I
would say those that want to
succeed will find a way. and
those thai want 10 put responsibility on something other than
themselves willsimply complain,
Ifurtherl helping the economy
flow in the direction il is flowing."
Jacobs said there is a way
University students can make a
posiiive difference with the stale
of the economy.
"If you want equality, then
keep doing what you're doing. If
you want more freedoms, then
spend, globally," lacobs added.
Whether you agree with
lacobs and find it a good lime
to spend money on items you
can afford, or with McNeill, and
would rather put some money
in the bank, it's evident that
now is a time when people arc
keeping a closer eye on their
monev.

From Page 8
from hard-earned paychecks (or
checks signed by their parents)
may be taking a giant hit in students' favorite pastimes.
"I probably spend around $40
a week on leisure activities, and
1 have definitely been more cautious of spending money since
the cconohtic crisis. I try to
only spend $15 if I can," junior
Kenzy McNeill said. She also
said that she has been looking
to buy a new camera, but has
stopped herself from spending
the money on a new one.
Yet some students are making it a goal to purposefully not
worry about the current slate of
things, like junior lared lacobs.
"I find if it wasn't for the hard
times the people complaining would find something else

TRUMAN

HOW TO SAVE
MONEY IN
COLLEGE:

From Page 8
Detroit, New York and Cincinnati,,
Thissummerwewanttohit more
cities in Ohio that we haven'i
played before,
In the fall. I he Matt Truman
Ego Trip plan to go back to New
York lo play the College Media
lournal festival.
"We played there in 2007 and
il was awesome," Truman said
"We played really -great show s and
sold records and had fans asking
us when we were coming back.
It's pretty extensive to pick up
and go especially when people
have jobs and school and real life,
Inn we wanl to be established
outside of town and become
more regional."
I he Matt Truman Ego Trip
isn't onk trying to help themselves out; I he members have
also been helping other bands by
pulling them onto their lineup,
"We've started doing this thing
on a monthh basis where we'll
play Howard's or something and
invite two or three bands from
out of town so they can gel somi
exposure. We're trying to do the
grass roots thing as far as helping
bands around the state and out
ol town," he said,
So make sine you come oui
tonight IKII only to hear I he Man
Truman Ego trip bin to also sup
Don the other performing bands
from neighboring ton ns.
The show starls at 9 p.m.
Tickets are $5 ai the door.

■ Spend as little money
on extraneous things
as possible. Go out to
eat sparingly and don't
go out every night.
Try not to buy drinks
or other indulgences
during the week, but
rather save them as
treats tor the weekend
■ Carpool or take the
shuttle service whenever possible to save
on gas
■ Create an allowance
system for yourself
■ Understand your debt
load
■ Organize receipts

Your Views
Is there a story in the
BGNews that you
want to voice your
opinion on?

BOTTENtOMATOtSCOM
AIMING TO PLEASE: Setti Rogan plays the part o( a mall cop who has to fend off a flasher as the head of security Rogarueams up with Anna Fans, who plays a male-up counter consultant Rogan attempts to bring humility and
loveability lo the character ol Ronnie Bainhardt. which is similar to characters he has played in films like "Knocked Up." "Superbad" and "Zack and Miri Make a Porno"

ROGAN

him. It's this simple downfall
that further solidifies Rogen as
an actor who is simply relying on
hiscurrent popular image. If this
trend continues with wavering
popularity, he won't have much
left to report on in the future.

From Page 8
dialogue. While Ronnie hinges
on antics fueled by his bipolar
tendencies, Rogen gives life lo a
character that could have otherwise been profoundly disturbing; which it still somewhat is.
Even among the light of all this
confusion, Rogen finds ways to
keep Ronnie somewhat likable
and seemingly courageous with
his high Hying hopes.
"Observe and Report" hits the
middle of the road for Rogen fans.
It gives the actor enough room to
extend beyond a new territory
of performances, but il confines
him to the only style of humor
we have come to expect from

ON THE RECORD
7. Paramore — "Misery Business"

STARRING IN
THE POLICE
BLOTTER:

2. Tool— "Sober"
5. Kanye West — "See You in My

■ Letter Grade: C
■ Rated R for pervasive language,
graphic nudity, drug use, sexual
content and violence.
■ Runtime: 86 min.
■ Starring: Seth Rogen. Ray Liotta.
Michael Pena and Anna Fans
■ Directed by Jody Hill

Nightmares"
4. Kings of Leon — "Use Somebody"
visit us and give us your r;

5. A Perfect Circle - "The Noose"
Samantha Cox
Junior
Parma Heights. Ohio

BG Views

"I like all of these songs because they each have a different meaning. They are from different genres of music and
listening to them helps to relieve some of my stress."

G.TRAtyc/.

=2H

Sign up for a
group blog or
community site
today.

What are you listening to on your music player?

RECENTLY REMODELED

"Public transportation
for everyone!"

34 N. Main St.

B.G. Transit is public transportation dial is supported by
ihe Cily of Bowling Green and is financed in part
through an operating gram from ODOT & FTA.
Monday - Friday
6:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

$3.50 Fare:
Persons 4-64 years of age

Saturday
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

$1.75 Fare:
Seniors (65+1. persons
with disabilities & children
4 to 13 years old**

No service on Sunday t
or holidays

cNTS
>rBiindependence

ial

Grand Pnx Event

^^■rjsu--"*

Oliklrcn under 4 ride tree

U**&£

To schedule a ride, please call

1-800-579-4299

!aaja*Anderson

ol

Starting at $780/month plus utilities

"° ££nS5,
Associatr
Growers

c»s

419-3520717

Ohio Relay Network: 1-800-750-0750

One hour advance reservation required

CREENBRIAR, INC.

**TraiiMi ID card required. Por more infomiaiion call 334-6203
or check out OUT website al www.hgohio.nrg/yr.11Hs

Call now for your guaranteed lowest price.
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Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)

419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

• One Bedroom & Effficiancy
• Close to Campus

• Quiet Living

«

• $345 per Month
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The Daily Crossword Fix

Falcon rugby club heading to nationals
By Christopher Rambo
Report-?'

For the men of B(l rugby, their
moment is now al hand.
After nearly nine months of
sweat and toil, the Falcons have
arrived in Berkeley, Calif., where
they are set to embark on the
final leg of their 2008-2009 jour
ney.
BG will begin the 16team
National
Collegiate
Championships this afternoon
at 2 p.m. PST with a first round
match against San Diego State.
Should they win. BG will
advance to round two tomorrow
where they will bee the winner
of LSU and Utah. The final four
and national championship
game will be conducted In two
weeks at nearby Palo Alto.
The Falcons enter this weekend three weeks removed from
their 33-5 Midwest Tournament
romp over Minnesota. They
throttled Buffalo 52-3 and 12-5
two weeks ago in a pair of warmup matches.
Despite the excitement about
their trip west, coach Tony
Mazzarella said that the focus
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worrying about anything other than what
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Tony Mazzarella | BG coach
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and every available seat out to
California, meaning that the
team trickled into Berkeley in
tits and spurts rather than as a
whole unit.
Some players arrived yesterday morning while others did
not get in until late last night.
"It |the travell is a bit of a concern," Mazzarella said. "But
once we all get out there I think
we will be fine. It Ibis team's late
arrivall might actually serve as
a blessing in disguise due to the
fact that we will not have much
downtime before our game. We
can just go out and play rather
than just sittingaroundfora full
day or two."
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1 White _
2 Pitching stat
3 Barley bristle
4 Sister of Rachel
5 Actor _ Ray of "Battle Cry'

6 Book |acket promo
7 Running the country
8 Hybrid meat
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is in front of us. Fortunately most of our
players have been here before so they

will be purely on rugby,
"Everybody on our team
knows that once you get to this
stage there is no use worrying
about anything other than what
is in front of us," Mazzarella
said. "Fortunately most of our
players have been here before
so they are fully aware of what
to expect."
Of greater concern to the firstyear coach are the hasty travel
arrangements his team was
forced to make.
Since
the
Midwest
Tournament was conducted a
scant three weeks before the
National Championships, the
Falcons had to scrap for any
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ACROSS
1 Aquanaut's workplace
7 Arabic for "son of"
10 Software prototype
14 "1984" author
15 Teachers' org.

16 Campground arrival, briefly

17 Pleasure dome site of verse
18 Most energetic
20 Cornucopia
22 Baba of fiction

25 Via
26
29
30
34

Hermit
Poivre partner
Let go
Supplement that some claim
eases arthritis
38 "Bali _"

-

9 Dover diaper
10 Boxers' alternatives

^m

11 Like 2 or 4. e.g.
12 Sample

«l

13 Pseudo-sophisticated 36 Former transp. regulator
19 Gp. once headed by
Arafat
37 Cowardly Lion por■so
trayer
21
Org.
at
11
Wall
St.
■ ^1
i*
22 Daisy Mae's creator
41 Kung _ chicken
23 Not as tight
44 "You cheated!"
50
■
24 Spectrum color
45 Lays into
27 She. in Lisbon
46
-bitsy
"1
'.'
ss
"Pippin" Tony winner
28 Latvian capital
Ben
31 First words of the "Mr.
Angeles
Ed" theme
"Don't mind "
32 "_ Camera"
Kind ol wave or pool
33 Bite-sized Hershey
Pay stub abbr.
products
Alaska's first gov.
35 From, in German
Brand for Fido
names
Pleasant
47 Ont. or Que.
Get hold of, with
49 Feedbag morsel
"onto"
50 Former big name on "The
View"
51 Snob
55 Mag. employees
56 1973 Erica Jong novel
ANSWERS
61 Crooner Julio
62 What pupils do in the dark
66 Action hero's garb, and what
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67 Lunes, por ejemplo

68
69
70
71

Squirrel's stash
Prolific auth.?
Morsel
Grand Prix site

39 Italian cheese
40 Tender poultry

42 Stereotypical pirate leg
43 Texas governor before George
W. Bush

VOTED BEST PIZZA IS STRAIGHT YEARS

PISHNCLLO'Sg SKABOUT
UR SPECIALSI
203 N. Main

f

«« D"IV6RV
$6 50 Minimum

352-5166

|

See our coupon menu at
/.pisanellos.com

Open Weekdays 4P.M. • Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.

ETHAN MAGOC I THE BG NEWS
SCREAM AND SHOUT: The Falcon Softball team is hoping to celebrate following a game foe the first time in two weeks today when they

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

'BARTENDING' up to S300/day. No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.

2BR, 1 bath - Garden Grove Townhouses, $495/mo 12 mo lease + dep,
$545/mo school year lease + dep.
$570/mo semester lease ♦ dep,
Pay in full - pay next lower amount!
Call 419-353-5891

Cozy 8 quiet 1 BR w/ lots
of windows, like new!

SUBLEASER needed ASAP for
Copper Beech Townhouses,
3BR, 3 1/2 bath, fully furnished,
$1136/mo. S375/mo per room.
Lease May-July 13th,
conlact Jesse at 419-290-0668

3 BR house, 404 S. College
$575/mo plus util.
Available Aug. call 419-352-4850

play Akron at Mese^ve Field.

SOFTBALL
From Page 6
scored and RBIs.
"The keys for us this weekend
will be pitching and defense,"
Salsburg said. "We also need

to do a good job at coming out Salsburg says her team is not
pressing.
aggressive early on."
"We are still just taking it one
During their present skid,
the Falcons have been out- game at a time," Salsburg said.
scored 53-19 while committing "It is important that we don't
get caught up in all that stuff
23 errors.
However, despite how |the streak! we just have to keep
grim the stretch has been, playing."

BASEBALL
From Page 6

UNTSTAtESPORTSCOM
NO-HITTER: Kent State pitcher Btad
Stillmgs will face BG this weekend. Last time
out. he threw a no-hitter

BRA).
The starting rotation might
have been different had BG
played their normally scheduled
game at Oakland University
Wednesday.
But due to rain and poor field
conditions in Rochester, Mich.,
BG tried a different sport as a
team and went bowling.
Pitchers weren't allowed to
bowl with their throwing arm
which lead to an advantage to
the position players like senior

shortstop Ryan Shay.
"Probably the most serious
bowler on our team is Ryan
Shay." Schmitz said. "He was
probably born with a bowling
ball in his hand, as well as a
baseball."
Luckily for Schmitz, Shay's
primary sport is baseball since
the senior has lead the Falcons
with a .403 batting average this
season.
In addition to Shay, BG's bats
have picked up as late while
their batting average has risen
to .327, and they've scored a
combined 56 runs in seven
April games.

TENNIS

always nicer because we have the
crowd support and we arc in the
environment that we practice in,"
From Page 6
Menoff said. "I believe that finalso be keeping up our quickness ishing at home will give us good
and mental toughness as usual."
momentum going into the MAC
Fellow senior Stefanie Menoff championships which are also at
agreed with lakupcin's outlook.
home."
"I think that we are going into
Three fourth-year Falcons
these two matches after a good — lakupcin, Menoff and Libby
win on Saturday." Menoff said. "I Harrison — will be honored durthink that if the team has a posi- ing Senior Day tomorrow.
tive and competitive attitude we
"We are looking forward to
will be successful against Ball many Falcon fans coming out to
State and Miami."
Senior Day on Saturday," Dean
With the road portion of their said.
season complete, the Falcons
Both matches will be held at
will host the last two regular sea- Keefe Courts at 1 p.m.. weather
son matches, as well as the MAC permitting. In the case of inclemChampionships, set to be held ent weather, the matches will be
April 23-26.
moved indoors to the Perrysburg
"I think that playing at home is Tennis Center.

BG
NEWS
Classified Ads

419-372-6977
The Wi Nevr\ will no! knowingly accept
advertisements thai discriminate, or
encourage discrimination against any
Individual or group on the bath of race.
sex, color, creed, religion, national origin.
teiual orientation, disability, status as a
veteran, or on the basts of any other legally
protected status.
The l« i News reserves the right to decline.
divtniihiiiK- or revise any advertisement
such as those found to be defamatory,
lacking In lai ni.il hasls. misleading or false
in nature. All advertisements are subject
to editing and approval.

For Rent
' 2 and 3 BR apts/houses. 09-10 sy.
see Cartyrentals com
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm.

•"1-4 BR apts 8 houses 09-10 sy,
1 Ig house left, 8 allowed on lease.
next to campus & downtown,
low as $250/mo for each student.
See Cartyrentals.com for discounts
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm.
1 & 2 BR apts, quiet. Sign up now for
fall, save up to $1200.
Susan- 419-841-9816, 419-345-4768
12 month leases starting May 2009:
841 3rd - 3BR duplex, $900 + utll,
525 Manville - 3BR house
$700/mo + utilities,
424 S. College - 3BR house
$700/mo + utilities.
818/822 2nd St-2BR,
$510'mo +gas/elec
12 month leases starling Aug 2009:
837 3rd St - 3BR duplex.

$885/mo +util
322 E. Court #5 -1BR, $435 incl. util.
453 S Prospect B-1BR.
$330/mo + electric.
www.bgapahments.com
S Smith Contracting
419-352-8917
130-134 Liberty St - 1 8 2 BR's avail.

$465-$625/mo ♦ gas 8 elec.

Call 419-354-6036, 9am-3pm, M-F.
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

TRACK
From Page 7
put and discus to add to her
qualifying mark in the hammer
throw.
TaKarra Dunning, also a
senior, is close to earning a
regional mark in the hammer
throw to add to her shot put
qualifier. In addition, junior
Sabrina Forstefn has a shot at
the regional mark in the polevault, as does sophomore
Brittani McNeal in the long
jump.
But, Wells is more focused

Pi

Will be seeking a
regional qualifying
height in pole vault

2BR duplex w/ Irg LR, util w/ W/D,
8th 8 High St. $595/mo. garage avail
avail. May. call 419-352-8872.
2BR duplex. Irg LR. Irg bath w/ W/D.
garage avail, $595/mo, avail May.
call 419-352-8872

Services Offered

on a complete team effort this
weekend.
Wanted
"The team is competing well
this season, we have stepped up
and been consistent and men- Female subleaser needed, $200/mo
May-Aug '09, dates negotiable
tally strong as a team," Wells
e-mail nwisemaObgsu.edu
said. "We need to continue to
build on this in order to get our
Subleaser needed lor 2BR apt.
best team performance at the $310/mo tutil. avail May or August
E-mail: elyshar®bgsu edu
MAC meet in May."
I

426 E. Wooster, Lg. 1 Bdrm.
avail. Fall 2009. $475/mo, utils incl
Call 419-352-5882
4BR, 2 bath - house, bsmt w/ W/D
hookup, Wooster St, $l050/mo.
avail May, call 419-352-3872.
ACROSS FROM KOHL HALL.
2 BR apt -1026 E Wooster,
$595/mo. avail NOWI
2 huge BR apt -1024 E. Wooster.
$495/mo, avail. August
1 BR apt - 920 E. Wooster,
$495/mo incl all util, avail. Aug 09.
2 - 2BR apts - 920 E Wooster.
$695/mo. avail May 8 Aug.
Call 614-668-1116.
Apts. Studio-1,2 8 3 BR.
www.fiterentals.com

May 8 Aug. call 419-353-8206
Avail now, newly remodeled apt w/
3 BR, each w/ pnv bath 8 entrance
Close to campus, S950/mo + elec
Call 419-708-9981.
Avail, summer 8/or 1st semester
only, see Cartyrentals.com
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm.
Basement Apt., Near Campus
S350/mo. util. incl.
Call 419-352-5882

Jay-Mar 8th 8 High St.
2BR apts - $475-495/mo * gas/elec
Low security deposit,

419-354-6036. 9am-3pm M-F.
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
Just a couple great houses!
Lrg. 3 BR near campus, game room.
garage. W/D, air. pet friendly.
Mayor Aug. Call 419-806-4219.
Large 3BR apt w/ 3 car garage
below, recently renovated, W/D.
$625/mo + util.
Call 419-601-0781 after 3pm.
MARTEN RENTALS
704 5th St, 710 7th St, 601 3rd St.
Call 419-352-3445.
Price Reduced, Fifth Street Apts
2BR. 2 bath, C/A, appliances.
shuttle stop across street, $450/mo.
Call Jack or Phil at 800-829-8638
SHAMROCK STUDIOS:
Studio apts avail, semester leases
avail. Fully furnished. We provide all
util. cable TV 8 high speed internet.
Call 419-354-0070 or visit
www.shamrockbg.com
Summit Hill 414/418 S Summit St,
2+BR, A/C. garage. W/D. remodeled,
spacious, pet friendly, new low price!
Avail Now -1 BR's @ The Highlands,
Call 419-354-6036
The Highlands - 220 Napoleon Rd
1BR apts, $375-$415/mo + elec.
Great locations, low sec. deposit!
Call 419-354-6036, 9am-3pm M-F.
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
The Homestead
1,2 BR's 8 1 BR w/ study apts
$525-650/mo ♦ all util. great location!
Call 419-354-6036, 9am-3pm. M-F.
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

234 Manville - 4BR, 2 bath house,
unlurn, 2 blocks from campus.
$1500/mo. call 920-676-1497

IVYW00DAPTS.£
Outdoor beach volleyball leagues
now forming, $200-5250 per team tor
10 wk session. Outdoor bar avail.
Call 419-874-9800 or visit us at:
www.gmisports net

3BR. 2 bath - house w/ den, 5th St,
$750/mo, avail May,
call 419-352-8872

House w/6 BR, 2 baths 8 laundry.
916 Third St, $1,650/mo.
Call 419-308-7955.

1 BR apt. close to campus.
$395/mo ♦ electric, pet friendly.
Avail now 8 Aug, call 419-708-9981

«,« .*,*.-,*•*.
Sabrina
Forstein

3BR houses avail Aug 09.
all close to BGSU. excel! condition!
?18 Dill St. SlOOO/mo ♦ util
220 Dill St. $725/mo ♦util.
606 5th St. $850/mo -util
Call 419-308-2458.

$400/mo ♦ elec. call 419-654-5716

www.meccabg.com

LOG ON TODAY TO VIEW:

I Bdrms./Studios •,
>prmi! .>|xvi;il «
Reduced Rent

Our 09-10 Listing

*

Paperwork

Near BGSU, private
patio/enlrance, extra
»
storage, pets welcome
short-term leases avail.
Also, no Security
Deposit and 1/2 off 1st
month if you move in
*
before 5/31/09.-

:•
*

Management Inc.

Map of locations
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«
This and other info to make your search easier.
Stop by or call our office for updates on openings.
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